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CZ 4M LANCER represents the most advanced

ballistic protection for high-risk operations.

- patented vest fastening system ensures firm and

  accurate fastening

- Individual size adjustment according to the user’s

  needs

- quick release system ensures reliable vest disintegration  

  even in full configuration

- removable 3D inserts for heat and vapor removal

- HCP® neck protector for use in prone shooting position

- 3-piece groin protector suitable for use in the vehicle

- fully compatible with MTB® tactical ballistic belt

- possibility to insert standard SAPI 25x30cm and side panels  

  measuring 20x15cm

- the LANCER ballistic vest has in its full configuration a      

  total area of ballistic protection measuring L 0.73m2
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- maximum protection is associated with the   

  unique anatomical design of the vest,  which  

  distributes its weight on the chest and back of  

  the user.

- this avoids shoulder oveloading as other

  competing products do

- this feature is also supported by a patented  

  vest fastening system that provides a firm,  

  accurate fit and size adjustment to suit the  

  user’s current  needs. 

- at the same time, it is possible to use the  

  classic system of vest tensioning using the  

  front Velcro panels.

1. Quick release system
2. Sizing configuration system
3. Hinged front and rear collar
4. 2-piece front platform
5. 3-piece groin protection

Ballistic protection,
fragment and stab resistance

Area, weight and type
of ballistic protection Weight of textile Colour Size

S-M
L-XL

 XXL-XXXL

L-XL - Option A  - 0,21 m2 - 1,16 Kg - TN 560
L-XL - Option B  - 0,49 m2 - 2,70 Kg - TN 560
L-XL - Option C   - 0,78 m2 - 4,30 Kg - TN 560

2 x 0,07 m2 - 2,4 Kg - Level IV

L-XL - Option A - 1,33 Kg
L-XL - Option B - 2,10 Kg
L-XL - Option C - 2,35 Kg

Black

FDE
Czech Camo

Multicam black

NIJ STD 0101.04 or 06 
Level IIIA + panel Level IV ICW.

or Level IV StandAlone
STANAG 2920 with

resistance V50 up to 550m/s
HOSDB KR1/SP1 (E1-24J)


